Introducing the NUTS
National Union of Track Statisticians

- The NUTS for short!
- Origins and History
- Current activities
- Historical Research
- Further information
The NUTS

- Founded 1958 to collect and disseminate athletics statistics for British Athletics, competitors, media and spectators

- Peter Radford
1958 – the first NUTS Annual
Best performances all-time (at 1960)

More books followed...
... through the 80s to the present day

1983 volume

2020 (the latest)
Publications cover athletics stats at all levels
NUTS members prepare notes for commentators ......
... on the competing athletes
Major championship results.....
... and domestic results
The NUTS have lists of British Olympic performances ....
...and AAA/UK medallists indoors and out
Quarterly bulletin: Track Stats

What is the future for the youthful talent of 2016?
Contents include athletes’ biographies and progressions
Features on legendary athletes
History – from long ago ....
... to the present day
Event books
More event books

HEPTATHLON and PENTATHLON
A Statistical Survey of British Women's Combined Events
By Stuart Mazdon
with extra statistics by Alan Lindop

WALKS
A Statistical Survey of British Men's and Women's Race Walking
By John Powell and Peter Matthews

Historical Series Booklet No.15 (2012)
National Union of Track Statisticians

Historical Series Booklet No.16 (2014)
National Union of Track Statisticians
Historical research
NUTS – contribute to other projects
More works by NUTS members

THANKS AND NO THANKS MR HITLER
THE DOROTHY ODAM-TYLER STORY
QUADRUPLE OLYMPIAN 1936, 1948, 1952 & 1956
MIKE FLEET

FOREWORD BY DICK FOSBURY
1968 OLYMPIC CHAMPION AND HIGH JUMP PIONEER

3:59.4 THE QUEST FOR THE FOUR-MINUTE MILE

WITH A FOREWORD BY STEVE CRAM,
FORMER WORLD MILE RECORD HOLDER
Bob Phillips
Work on the annual review of the year
All information covered on the NUTS website:
www.nuts.org.uk
Some of the NUTS writers
Award winning historians
Internationally respected statisticians and writers

Richard Hymans, John Brant and NUTS Chairman Peter Matthews (rt)
Athletics collection: formerly at Cobham Hall, Kent
Collection also include books and programmes
Collection of athletics publications and personal papers – in storage
Looking forward ….

- Commonwealth Games 2022
- Revamp of the stadium in Birmingham
- Opportunity to celebrate athletics history
Help with athletics history?

- The NUTS are very happy to hear from clubs, athletes, supporters and the general public on any issue to do with athletics statistics or history
- We have extensive resource materials and a wealth of knowledge
- UK and international history and contacts
For Further Information:

- Website: [www.nuts.org.uk](http://www.nuts.org.uk)
- Membership: [membership@nuts.org.uk](mailto:membership@nuts.org.uk)